
- Thank you again for your support! -

Toby-
When Katie first contacted me to work on these books, I was busy with 
other projects but when I finally had the time, I was really excited to jump 
in and get creating! Four years and four books later we’re still thinking of 
the -next big idea- and it’s been such a fun journey. 

Katie is a delight to work with and the process of designing each book 
is a real collaboration. We inspire each other to push ourselves with the 
writing and the artwork and try to create a body of work that speaks to 
a wide audience and hopefully helps someone out there. 

I’ve learnt so much through doing these books and each one brings a 
new challenge. It’s a true delight to have so much creative control in a 
project like this!

Katie-
I knew Toby HAD to be my illustrator for these books even before I 
started writing them. I saw his work on his website and his art became 
the vision of how I wanted my books to look. His style spoke to me 
and there could be no one else I would trust with these stories, these 
characters, these Lands.

And now, having this partner and collaborator, and incredibly fun and 
talented person to work with, we have taken these books beyond what 
I could have ever imagined. Thank you, Toby for being the best “Grand 
Architect,” and friend, any “Queen” could ever ask for.



If you’re reading this, there’s a good chance you backed the Kickstarter campaign for Land of NOW. 
This artbook is an extra “thank you” for helping to bring the 4th in the Land of… Children’s Books® 

series to life! 

Inside these pages you will find a selection of artwork from the design stages of each of the books in 
the series, spanning four years – character designs, visual development, and layouts.
 
We hope you enjoy seeing a look at some of the behind-the-scenes work that goes into each book!

Katie and Toby caricatures for the website and other promotional material, 2015-17.

Land of OR
A guide to making good choices.

Land of AND
A guide to inclusion and making friends.

Land of I AM
A guide to self-image and confidence.

Land of NOW
A guide to living in the present.

All of our books can be found at www.LandofChildrensBooks.com.



This was our first book and our first Guide. We wanted our Guide to seem wise, and like all of 
our other characters, something you hadn’t seen before. With elements inspired by petroglyphs 
from Southern Utah, the Land of OR Guide seemed like a character we would want to follow 
and listen to. Plus, the loin cloth is just the best!

You can see that the initial designs used the foundations 
of Southern Utah petroglyphs. Since this was the first, 
we wanted to create a character style that could easily 
transcend each land. 

The blue colour was chosen to contrast with the warm 
oranges of the Utah-inspired environment in Land of OR 
and the mustache... well, what’s better than a giant fluffy 
mustache?



As each Land is created, the Guides are designed to fit the 
motif of each book. Bonus, the hat on the Land of AND Guide 
is the hat that Katie’s dad wore on the river when they went 
river rafting when she was young.

The Guide for Land of NOW has a more motherly 
appearance (no mustache!) and Toby likes to think 

she has that “art teacher mum” aesthetic. 
He thinks this is his favorite Guide design so far.

Each book brought its own unique feel and influence. For I AM, the Guide 
(and the Land) were Celtic inspired and you can see that reflected in the 

patterns and costume design.



We wanted all of our characters to be new 
and unique, allowing anyone who reads 
the books to identify with them. This is 
especially true of the Kid from each book. 
The Kid is YOU, the one who journeys 
through each Land. And, like the Guides, 
each Kid is designed to not only be SUPER 
cute, but to fit with the Guide. 

Who doesn’t love the poncho from 
Land of NOW!?

>
This was a quick sketch 
to imagine what a 
“realistic” kid would 
look like. Sorry for any 
nightmares caused.

As with the Guide, the designs came easier with each book 
because the style and shapes were already established. 

Land of NOW’s Kid took a little while to develop after the initial 
design and Toby played with a few ideas for how their poncho 

would interact with the world. As much as we love the flowy, 
ribbon-like cloak, it would have been too distracting.



Oh the Yabbut!!! As Katie was writing Land of OR, she had 
an image (stolen) from Toby’s website of a character he had 

drawn that perfectly fit her idea of the Yabbut. From that 
one image has come these characters that we all knew of 

(yeah but), but had never seen before!

We are trying to start a new hair trend – Yabbut Tufts!!! 
And, do you know what Yabbuts live in? Yabbitats!!!!!

The Yabbut for Land of I AM is inspired by David Bowie 
in Jim Henson's “The labyrinth.” Land of I AM is set in a 
labyrinth, so that connection was immediate. 

Now the big fluffy hair and crystal ball make so much 
more sense!!

The very first designs were based on some old 
artwork Katie had found on Toby’s art blog. The 
Yabbut is one of the most fun parts of each book, 
because Toby can go a little bit wild with the 
colours and shapes.



NOW’s Yabbut was the most fun. It is inspired 
by Japanese Oni and exudes a “trickster” 
vibe. Toby played around with the idea of 
them frolicking in the haze but that idea didn’t 
make it into the final book.

This is a bonus look at some designs for a Yabbut you might 
see sometime in the future? I’m sure you’ll be excited WHEN 

you see more of them…



Below-
Strong, Skittish, Happy, Timid, Sloth, Frenzy, Graceful, Kind, Cheeky, Playful, Stubborn, and Patience

The Land of OR characters (aka options for 
your choice) were all inspired by images of 

ancient petroglyphs from Southern Utah.

One of the main things Katie wanted was 
characters that anyone could identify with. 

Characters not based on gender or race, but 
completely unique, fun, and memorable.

This is just a handful of the many designs and 
long development process to ensure each 

character was “perfect!”



As the first book in the series, Katie wanted the setting to be out of this world, so she 
chose Southern Utah. Toby, having never been to Utah, was able to capture the real 

look and feel of this bizarre desert landscape, and add in his own touches. 
Notice the petroglyphs in Land of OR – Toby’s brilliant idea!



Completely new and unique characters were created that really captured the uniqueness 
each one represented. The boat, and its ability to expand was key to the story’s 

message of inclusion. Everyone was invited along and needed a spot.

Katie provided prompts for each 
character and Toby developed 

them based on each one. As with 
the previous book, the designs took 

on a life of their own and helped 
reinforce the text. Good teamwork!



Although it was “just” a river trip, Land of AND is yet another 
new, unique, and colourful place readers get to travel through. 
The colour palette evolved throughout the book to become more 
vibrant and colourful, as the equally colourful cast of characters 
joined the boat.



Warped mirrors, gargoyles, and 
mushrooms! What else would you find 
in a Land that was a maze of warped 
mirrors? There weren’t many extra 
characters in I AM but the gargoyles 
and the warped versions of the Kid 
are some of the most fun designs.



^
Thumbnail layouts for the entire 
book. Because of how books are 
constructed, the first illustration is 
actually on page 3?!

Katie didn’t want to write Land of I AM until she knew that Toby could 
create the perspectives, angles, and mirrors found in the maze. Thanks to his 
amazing artistry, and pushing his own limits, Land of I AM is visually stunning!

Toby admits, the perspective and angles were a nightmare at first, but 
he thinks he managed to -reflect- them well enough in the final book. 
Never stop learning! 



As the thoughts (the Thinklings) emerged from the haze, we wanted them to 
represent, somehow, the turmoil they represented. The Future Thinklings were 
inspired by the Three Sisters of Fate [above]. The Past Thinkings were inspired 
by the phrase “The past is coming to bite you in the behind” [left]. The What IS 
Thinkings were based on Fu Dogs from Chinese culture and mythology [top left].



In Land of NOW, the haze was the most important part of the story 
– it was blocking the Kid from the NOW. Once again, Toby was able 
to create exactly what Katie was envisioning. The big center tree was 
inspired by the story of Buddha, and Toby added a great Nordic twist.

The process of designing how the haze looked and interacted with 
the environment was tricky, but thanks to some watercolour and ink 
experiments, the haze pretty much made itself.



Top left: Cover artwork for Katie’s 
“Outdoor Market Survival Guide”

Top right: Colour and form studies 
for Land of WHEN 
(early development.)

Bottom left: Dancing Yabbut print 
and colouring page

Bottom right: Posters for Land of 
NOW and Land of OR

Various artworks related to the 
Land of… Children’s Books® series, 
2017-19.


